In this paper, we consider a method of computing minimal models in circumscription using integer programming in propositional logic and first-order logic with domain closure axioms and unique name axioms. This kind of treatment is very important since this enable to apply various technique developed in operations research to nonmonotonic reasoning. (Nerode et al., 1995) are the first to propose a method of computing circumscription using integer programming. They claimed their method was correct for circumscription with fixed predicate, but we show that their method does not correctly reflect their claim. We show a correct method of computing all the minimal models not only with fixed predicates but also with varied predicates and we extend our method to compute prioritized circumscription as well.
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss a method of computing circumscription using integer programming used in operations research. Circumscription (McCarthy, 1986) has been proposed as a formalization of nonmonotonic reasoning and intensively studied. However, like other formalisms of nonmonotonic reasoning, it has a high complexity of computation and many proposals are made (Lifschitz, 1985; Przymusinski, 1989; Ginsberg, 1989; Nerode et al., 1995) . (Lifschitz, 1985) gives a condition in which circumscriptive theory is collapsed into the first-order logic. (Ginsberg, 1989) and (Przymusinski, 1989) give methods which use theorem prover techniques. (Bell et al., 1992; Bell et al., 1996) and (Nerode et al., 1995) take different approach from the above approaches. Circumscription is restricted to a propositional logic or a first-order sentences with domain closure axioms and unique name axioms. Then, they translate axioms into inequality constraints in integer programming and use a minimization of an objective function which corresponds with minimized predicates and obtain all the minimal models. This kind of research is very important since it introduces an usage of efficient method developed in operations research to nonmonotonic reasoning.
In circumscription, there are three kinds of predicates; minimized predicates, fixed predicates, and varied predicates. Minimized predicates are subject to minimization whereas interpretation of fixed predicates cannot be changed for minimization, but interpretation of varied predicates can be changed if their change leads to further minimization of minimized predicates. (Bell et al., 1992; Bell et al., 1996) consider minimization of all the predicates and (Nerode et al., 1995) claim that they extend the method of (Bell et al., 1992; Bell et al., 1996) so that their method is correct for circumscription even including fixed predicates (but not including varied predicates). However, we show that their claim is not correct.
Even if their claim were correct, circumscription without varied predicates would have a serious drawback to apply circumscription to commonsense reasoning as Etherington et al. (Etherington et al., 1985) have pointed out.
For example, consider the following axioms. bird ∧ ¬ab ⊃ f ly. bird. It seems that circumscribing ab would yield f ly. However, without f ly varied, it is impossible to derive f ly. This is because in this circumscription without f ly varied, the interpretations are not comparable each other if the interpretations of f ly are different. There are three models of the above axioms, I 1 = {bird, ab, f ly}, I 2 = {bird, f ly}, I 3 = {bird, ab} 1 . In minimizing ab without f ly varied, I 2 < I 1 holds, but I 2 < I 3 does not hold since the interpretation of f ly in I 2 is different from the interpretation of f ly in I 3 . So, minimal models for this circumscription are I 2 and I 3 , and therefore, we cannot conclude f ly.
If we let the interpretation of f ly be varied, then I 2 is the only minimal model and therefore, we can conclude f ly. Therefore, usage of varied propositions is very important in commonsense reasoning.
In this paper, we give a computing method of circumscription for a propositional logic or a first-order logic with domain closure axioms and unique name axioms.
Our method can compute minimal models for this class of axioms not only with fixed predicates, but also with varied predicates. Moreover, (Nerode et al., 1995) gives a checking method of circumscriptive entailment for a limited class of formulas, whereas we give a complete checking method. Then, we extend our method to apply for prioritized circumscription as well. (Cadoli et al., 1992) propose a method of eliminating varied predicates in circumscription by translating inference problem of a formula under circumscription with varied predicates and fixed predicates into another inference problem under circumscription without varied predicates nor fixed predicates. So, readers might think that methods of (Bell et al., 1992; Bell et al., 1996) which compute all the minimal models without varied nor fixed propositions are sufficient for computing minimal models. However, it is not clear how to apply the method proposed by (Cadoli et al., 1992) to computing minimal models since the relationship between a model of the original circumscription and a model of the translated circumscription is not known.
Preliminaries
We restrict our attention to propositional circumscription. For the first-order case with domain closure axioms and unique name axioms, we can translate each ground atom into a distinct proposition.
We assume that all propositional formulas are translated into a set of clauses of the form
We associate each propositional symbol p with variable X p for 0-1 variable which represents the truth value of p; If X p = 1, p is true and if X p = 0, p is false. We also use an interpretation I to represent a solution of the assignments to variables from integer programming. If p ∈ I, it represents X p = 1 and if p ∈ I, it represents X p = 0.
Let F and G be tuples of formulas,
Let A be a conjunction of formulas and P be a set of propositional symbols used in A. We divide P into disjoint three tuples of propositions P, Z, Q which are called minimized propositions, varied propositions, and fixed propositions.
Circumscription of P for A with Z varied is defined as follows.
Circum(A; P ;
For a model theory of circumscription, we define an order of interpretations to minimize P with Z varied is defined as follows. Let I be an interpretation and Φ be a tuple of propositional symbols. We define I[Φ] as {p ∈ Φ|I |= p} or, equivalently, I ∩ Φ.
Let I 1 and I 2 be interpretations.
Step 1: Let AC := ∅ and SS := ∅.
Step 2: Minimizing p∈P X p under T r(A)∪AC using 0-1 integer programming.
Step 3: If there is no solution for the above minimization, output SS
Step 4: Otherwise, 1. Let M be a solution of the above minimization. 2. Add M [P ] to SS.
Add
p∈M[P ] X p ≤ |M [P ]| − 1 to AC.
Go to
Step 2. 
We define I 1 < P ;Z I 2 as I 1 ≤ P ;Z I 2 and I 2 ≤ P ;Z I 1 . A minimal model M of A(P, Z) w.r.t. P with Z varied is defined as follows. 1. M is a model of A(P, Z).
There is no model
According to (Lifschitz, 1985) , I is a minimal model of A(P, Z) w.r.t. P with Z varied if and only if I is a model of Circum(A; P ; Z).
Computing Minimal Models without Varied Propositions
Let A be a set of clauses. Then, a set of inequalities, T r(A), translated from A is defined as follows.
.. ∨ ¬q n ∈ A} Let Z be empty. Then, the algorithm proposed in (Nerode et al., 1995) is in Figure 1 . We adapt their algorithm for propositional circumscription. The algorithm works as follows. We start with T r(A) as the initial constraints and minimize an objective function corresponding with minimized propositions under T r(A). If we do not obtain any solution, we are done. Otherwise, we add a constraint AC which excludes non-minimal models larger than the obtained solution. (Nerode et al., 1995) claims the following on the correctness and completeness of the above algorithm.
Claim (Nerode et al., 1995 , Theorem 1) Output SS from the algorithm in Figure 1 is equivalent to {M [P ]|M is a minimal model of A(P ) with respect to P with no propositions varied }.
Unfortunately, this claim is not correct in general as the following example shows.
Step 3: If there is no solution for the above minimization, output SS.
Step 4: Otherwise, 1. Let M be a solution of the above minimization. 2. Add M to SS. 3. Add ¬bird ∨ ab ∨ f ly. bird.
Then, the minimal models of A(ab) with respect to ab are M 1 = {bird, f ly} and M 2 = {bird, ab}. Note that f ly is a fixed proposition and so, the two models are incomparable since interpretations of f ly are different in these two models.
However, from the algorithm in Figure 1 , we cannot obtain M 2 as follows.
T r(A) is 1 − X bird + X ab + X f ly ≥ 1 X bird ≥ 1 By minimizing X ab using 0-1 integer programming under T r(A), we obtain a solution X ab = 0, X bird = 1, X f ly = 1 which corresponds with M 1 .
Then, we add M 1 [ ab ] = ∅ to SS and we add the following constraint to AC. 0 ≤ −1.
Obviously, we cannot get any further solution. This means that we cannot obtain a minimal model M 2
Therefore, the above claim does not work in general if there is a fixed proposition. Although their method is not correct with circumscription with fixed propositions, we later show that their method actually works for circumscription with varied propositions without fixed propositions. Now, we give an algorithm which works correctly for circumscription with fixed propositions in Figure 2 . Let I be an interpretation and Φ be a tuple of propositional symbols. We define I[Φ] used in Figure 2 as {p ∈ Φ|I |= p} or equivalently, Φ − I. Figure 2 is equivalent to {M |M is a minimal model of A(P ) with respect to P with no propositions varied }.
Theorem 1 Output SS from the algorithm in
Proof: Let α be a formula which consists of logical connectives and propositional symbols in P . Then, according to (de Kleer and Konolige, 1989) , Circum(A; P ) |= α if and only if Circum(A ∧ (R ≡ ¬ · Q); P, Q, R) |= α where R is a tuple of new propositions not in A and ¬ · Q is ¬q 1 , ..., ¬q m for Q = q 1 , ..., q m . Then, we use the algorithm of (Bell et al., 1992) to minimize all propositions and replace every occurrence of variables X ri for a proposition r i in R by 1 − X qi . 2 Example 2 Let A(ab) be the following set of clauses as in Example 1 ¬bird ∨ ab ∨ f ly. bird.
Then, the minimal models of A(ab) with respect to ab are M 1 = {bird, f ly} and M 2 = {bird, ab}.
By minimizing X ab under T r(A), we obtain a solution X ab = 0, X bird = 1, X f ly = 1 which corresponds with a minimal model M 1 .
Then, we add M 1 to SS and we add the following constraint to AC.
X bird + X f ly ≤ 1. Then, minimizing X ab under T r(A) ∪ AC, we obtain a solution X ab = 1, X bird = 1, X f ly = 0 which corresponds with a minimal model M 2 .
Then, we add M 2 to SS and we add the following constraint to AC.
Then, minimizing X ab under T r(A) ∪ AC, we no longer obtain any solution and therefore, SS = {{bird, f ly}, {bird, ab}} is obtained.
Computing Minimal Models with Varied Propositions
As shown in Introduction, we need varied proposition to perform commonsense reasoning. We give a computation method of handling varied propositions in Figure 3 . Let F, G be disjoint sets of propositions. We define
Theorem 2 Output M S from the algorithm in Figure 3 is equivalent to
{M |M is a minimal model of A(P, Z) with respect to P with Z varied }.
Example 3 Let A(ab) be the following set of clauses.
¬bird ∨ ab ∨ f ly. bird.
Then, the minimal model of A(ab) with respect to ab with f ly varied is M 1 = {bird, ab}.
By minimizing X ab under T r(A), we obtain a solution where X ab = 0, X bird = 1 and X f ly = 1. We add
Step 3: If there is no solution for the above minimization, go to Step 5.
Step 4: Otherwise, 1. Let M be a solution of the above minimization.
Step 2.
Step 5: Let M S be ∅ and for every S ∈ SS do the following.
Compute all the models of A ′ and add these models to M S.
Output M S. Then, we add F ({bird}, {ab, bird} − {bird}) = bird ∧ ¬ab to A to obtain A ′ and compute all the models of A ′ . We obtain M S = {{bird, f ly}}.
Actually, in the algorithm in Figure 3 , if Q is empty and we output SS at Step 3 instead of going to Step 5, then this is equivalent to the algorithm of Nerode et al. In other words, the correct claim for (Nerode et al., 1995) is as follows.
Corollary 1 Let P be P ∪ Z and Q be empty. Final SS in the algorithm in Figure 3 is equivalent to
|M is a minimal model of A(P, Z) with respect to P with Z varied }.
If we only concern about circumscriptive entailment discussed in (Nerode et al., 1995) , that is, whether Circum(A; P ; Z) |= α or not, we do not need Step 5. Instead, we check whether A∧F(S, (P ∪Q)−S)∧¬α for every S ∈ SS has any models or not. This can be done by checking whether T r(A ∧ F(S, (P ∪ Q) − S) ∧ ¬α) does not have any solution when minimizing any arbitrary objective function. Note that in (Nerode et al., 1995) , they use "upper and lower fringes" to compute circumscriptive entailment for a restricted class of formulas, but actually, such "fringes" are not necessary.
Computing Minimal Models in Prioritized Circumscription
We firstly give a definition of prioritized circumscription. We divide a set of propositions into n partitions and give an order over partitions. Suppose that this is P 1 < P 2 < ... < P n . Intended meaning of this order is that we firstly minimize P 1 , then P 2 .... ,then P n . Let P and Q be a tuple of propositions which have orders P 1 < P 2 < ... < P n and Q 1 < Q 2 < ... < Q n . We define P i Q as follows. If i = 1, P i Q is P 1 ≤ Q 1 and if i > 1, ( i−1 j=1 P j ≈ Q j ) ⊃ P i ≤ Q i . We define P Q as n i=1 P i Q and P ≺ Q as P Q and Q P . Prioritized circumscription of P 1 < P 2 < ... < P n for A with Z varied is defined as follows.
Circum(A; P 1 < P 2 < ... < P n ; Z) = A(P, Z) ∧ ¬∃p∃z(A(p, z) ∧ p ≺ P ). In a model theory of prioritized circumscription, we define an order over interpretations as follows.
Let I 1 and I 2 be interpretations and let P consist of disjoint sets P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n , Q, Z. 
